Pick the right Imposition Automation Solution for you

**Impostrip® Automation**

Best of Breed Imposition Automation

Designed with productivity in mind, Impostrip® Automation optimizes every aspect of your dynamic imposition workflow with tools that are easy-to-use and user-friendly. Perfect for any size business, whether it's a printing company, a book publisher, a small copy shop, or a multi-site business. Impostrip® Automation offers a variety of tools to meet your needs.

**Impostrip® Scalable**

High Volume Imposition Scalability

Impostrip® Scalable is a new breed of imposition solutions designed to deliver the precise, powerful tools needed to impose and print high volume transactions. Its modular design allows for maximum flexibility and scalability, providing customers with the ability to add or remove modules as their needs change. From small businesses to large enterprises, Impostrip® Scalable is the perfect solution for any size printing business.

**Impostrip® PassGate**

Photo Prints and Books Automation

Impostrip® PassGate is designed specifically for the digital photo print market, enabling businesses to create personalized photo prints, greeting cards, and custom books with ease. With its powerful tools and intuitive interface, Impostrip® PassGate makes it simple to automate the process of creating and printing high-quality photo prints and personalized books.

**Impostrip® PassGate**

Job batching optimization for photo prints and books

Impostrip® PassGate offers powerful tools for optimizing the job batching process, ensuring that every print job is processed efficiently. Whether you're printing photo prints or custom books, Impostrip® PassGate helps you maximize your productivity and deliver high-quality results.

**Features & Benefits**

- **Automatic control over page position and margins**
- **Advanced barcode composition for tracking quality control and finishing automation**
- **AutoFlow ganging for press and paper optimization by grouping different jobs**
- **Dynamic barcode composition for tracking and finishing automation**
- **XML Director Module to connect and streamline orders from store-front**
- **Configurable bannersheet with variable content**
- **AutoFlow automatic job ganging for paper optimization**
- **Ability to batch publications of different page count, re-orienting blank padding**
- **Makes short run jobs more profitable and streamlines order entry for press and paper optimization**
- **Generates dynamic content barcodes for tracking and finishing automation**
- **Folding for easy sectioning**
- **Supports for web-to-print and personalization**
- **Enfocus Switch Configurator connects with prepress systems, MIS and most upstream store-fronts, allowing for JDF/XML automation through advanced engines to meet demanding volume and short delivery time needs**
Choose Impostrip®

1. Connect imposition to your management system
2. Gang jobs of different quantity and sizes
3. Generate dynamic barcodes to track your jobs
4. Get your marks right every time with Marks Profile
5. Reach high speed imposition processing
6. Combine your offset and digital operations

Impostrip®

Automation Drives Results

Automation drives results. Impostrip is the culmination of years of effort in developing high-speed imposition software that allows businesses to scale their digital and offset operations.

Ultimate TechnoGraphics invented digital imposition with the first release of Impostrip in 1989 and has continued to push the envelope in the software development process. The company has a reputation for precision, automation, and reliability. TGF's suite of solutions includes Impostrip, Album, and its own proprietary end-to-end imposition software.

Automation allows you to:
- Control the entire imposition process from pre-press to production.
- Save time and money by reducing waste and improving efficiency.
- Increase productivity and output by automatically processing each job.
- Improve accuracy and consistency across multiple imposition engines.
- Enhance business growth by offering a competitive advantage in the market.

Ultimate TechnoGraphics is a leading provider of imposition software solutions in the global offset and digital printing industry.
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- ChooseImpostrip®
- Group various orders of different sizes and with an imposition flow directly to the press.
- Connect to MIS and web2print systems to quantity and sizes.
- Gang jobs of different among multiple imposition engines.
- Bring very high volume of production to the printing or to combine both offset and digital.
- Automation is the foundation of Impostrip’s product development—driving printer speed, power, flexibility, and scale of digital and offset implementations.
- Ultimate TechnoGraphics invented digital imposition with the first release of “Impostrip” in 1989 and has continued to push the envelope in the software development process. The company has a reputation for precision, automation, and reliability. TGF’s suite of solutions includes Impostrip, Album, and its own proprietary end-to-end imposition software.
- Automation allows you to:
  - Control the entire imposition process from pre-press to production.
  - Save time and money by reducing waste and improving efficiency.
  - Increase productivity and output by automatically processing each job.
  - Improve accuracy and consistency across multiple imposition engines.
  - Enhance business growth by offering a competitive advantage in the market.
- Ultimate TechnoGraphics is a leading provider of imposition software solutions in the global offset and digital printing industry.
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